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1. Overview
As solar and wind energy resources supply a greater share of electricity production, it will

become increasingly necessary to develop controls to handle these variable energy sources
and balance supply cycles that are at times out of sync with demand cycles. These power grid
controls must enable maximum exploitation of the renewable energy sources when they are
active and productive, while allowing traditional power plants to provide energy during off‐
peak production times, for example overcast skies and light winds. Detection (nowcast) and

SUMMARY
• Solar power production is limited by cloud attenuation.
• Accurate power production forecasts require accurate cloud-cover
forecasting coupled with appropriate radiative transfer modeling.
•AER has developed a solar irradiance forecast system which combines
state-of-art cloud analysis and forecast products with accelerated radiative
transfer modeling.
•Prototype forecasts over the Iberian Peninsula and the ARM site in

2. Cloud Forecasting
Techniques have varying skill at different

forecast ranges.
Theoretical limit to predictability due to

chaotic nature of atmosphere.
1 hour or less: NWP models less skillful than

the advection model for predicting clouds and

Features
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forecast of these changes will provide information which allows power production from
conventional power plants to be adjusted to meet demand.

Leverages models developed by AER for cloud detection, analysis and forecasting
encompassing 30+ years of research and development.
Input data provided from both satellite observations (short‐term) and NWP model runs

(medium‐term); local in‐situ data used when available
Satellite‐based cloud analysis allows for global forecast coverage and is not limited by

ground‐based cloud detection stations.

Oklahoma presented here. the advection model for predicting clouds and
precipitation
NWP model variables suffer from dynamic

and thermodynamic inconsistencies during an
adjustment period after the initial time.
Cloud forecasting software built from work

done for AFWA
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Radiative transfer models used to compute surface solar irradiance for given atmospheric
state (pressure, temperature, water vapor, clouds, aerosols, etc.).

Our solar irradiance forecast system integrates cloud 
remote sensing, mesoscale forecast modeling and rapid 
radiative transfer calculations. The resulting product can 
forecast solar irradiance on hours‐to‐days time scales for 
power production analysis between solar and other power 

generation sources.
Cloud advection model is validated  by comparison of 
predicted cloud field with the subsequent analysis.Example of  AER cloud analysis.  The left panel shows a  GOES-12 thermal 

IR band  image of  the eastern and central U.S.  The right panel shows the 
retrieved liquid and ice water path .



3. Radiative Transfer Modeling 4. Preliminary Validation
AER is a world leader in radiative transfer modeling, with over 25 years of peer‐reviewed design,

development and validation
Highly‐accurate (slow) models are used to develop and validate faster models

LBLRTM (slow) is industry‐standard model used for validation
RRTM (fast) is used in numerical weather prediction and climate models (where a real‐time solution

is required).

NWP Predictions
6 – 48 hours

Advection 
0 to 5 hours

Short‐wave broadband Solar Radiation Infrared System (SIRS) measurements at the
Central Facility Station (C1) for January 11‐14, 2011 shown in W/m2 (black solid curve).
Standard deviations (not shown) are generally < 10 W/m2. Ground measurements
courtesy of the ARM (Atmospheric Radiation Measurement) data archive.
Solar radiation model predictions calculated hourly (red). No predictions for solar

The solar irradiance forecast product uses RRTM‐G as the radiative transfer model.
Solar radiation model predictions calculated hourly (red). No predictions for solar

zenith angle > 90 (nighttime hours).
Advection‐based cloud forecast predictions calculated over 51 x 51 grid centered on

the Central Facility site (C1) with 4 km pixels corresponding to GOES 12 satellite data for
hours 0‐5. Later predictions use the spatially coarser NWP forecast parameters to model
solar fluxes.
Error bars represent the standard deviation of the predicted surface solar radiation

within the model grid. A large standard deviation indicates that significant variation in
cloud cover exists within the model area.
Model predictions utilizing cloud forecasts are shown in red. Blue symbols show clear

sky predictions with the current atmosphere and represents the maximum solar radiation

Extensive Application of RT Model

sky predictions with the current atmosphere and represents the maximum solar radiation
predicted for that hour.
Differences between the predicted and surface measured solar radiation can be

attributed to different spatial scales of the measurements.

RRTMG model compared to solar observations 
and other radiative transfer models.

Jan 12, 2011 1645 UTC Jan 13, 2011 1645 UTC

Demonstration of  the radiative transfer 
model applied to the forecast cloud 
fields for a scene covering the Iberian 
Peninsula.  The surface downwelling
solar flux is plotted in the upper left, and 
the clear sky‐equivalent solar flux is 
plotted on the right for comparison

Approximate Location: Lamont, OK
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plotted on the right, for comparison.  
The lower left panel shows the total ice 
and liquid water path for this scene.


